
2014 Technology Services Survey Feedback 

Hello!  

First of all I want to thank those of you who took the time to complete our survey, this truly 

does help us to determine what we are doing well and what we need to get better at!  You can 

see the full results of the survey here: 

http://www.neosho.edu/Departments/TechnologyServices/SurveyResults.aspx.   There was a 

lot of great feedback on the survey this year so I wanted to reach back out and respond to some 

of it.. Though the information below is a bit lengthy, there is a lot of great information here so I 

hope you will take the time to read through it.  If you see something in the survey that I didn’t 

comment on and you’d like to know more about it, please feel free to contact me! 

Thanks, 

Jon Seibert 

Director of Technology Services 

jseibert@neosho.edu 

620.431.2820 Ext 590 
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Survey Feedback Q6 (Comments regarding local network and computing services at NCCC): 

Several comments were made about the wireless accessibility around campus. 

Tech Services Feedback: 

We have in the Strategic Technology Plan to replace the old wireless infrastructure on the 

Chanute campus in 2014 so that it is using better equipment similar to what we have in Ottawa 

and in the dorms currently.  Based on feedback from last year’s technology survey we have 

begun doing annual wifi checks in the dorms to make sure coverage is still where it needs to be, 

but it appears that’s not enough so we will be evaluating ways that we can effectively monitor 

this and improve where necessary.  If there are areas/rooms particularly that seem to be worse 

than others please let me know, I saw that red hall was specifically mentioned in one comment 

but room numbers would be helpful.  Regarding Ottawa Wifi, we are under the impression the 

coverage is pretty good, however, we will evaluate it over the summer this year and see if there 

are some places that we need to improve.  If there are places you think we should pay extra 

attention to again please let me know. 

Survey Feedback Q6 (Comments regarding local network and computing services at NCCC): 

digital videos stream slowly or buffer in my classes; students are frequently bumped off when 
taking quizzes online 
 

Tech Services Feedback: 

Regarding digital videos streaming slowly, please report this issue specifically to 

help@neosho.edu , there are several things that could be the cause of that but if you contact us 

directly we can work with you to investigate the issue.  In regards to students being bumped 

frequently with online tests/quizzes, there have been issues in the past with InsideNC kicking 

students out of tests in various scenarios, however, Jenzabar(the makers of InsideNC) has made 

great strides in improving this issue and we’ve not heard much about this being issue for some 

time.  We do recommend that students use a hard line connection to take tests instead of 

taking them over the wireless if possible as many things can happen to your wireless 

connection and cause them to get booted during a test.  If this is a problem you are still having 

in the past few months please let me know so I can investigate the issue further. 

Survey Feedback Q6 (Comments regarding local network and computing services at NCCC): 

Several comments were made regarding the Shelterbelt proxy we use for content filtering and 

the fact that it is/was blocking some services such as Netflix, Xbox Updates, PS3 Updates/etc.  It 

was also mentioned about it blocking some websites used for class. 
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Tech Services Feedback: 

Last year at the beginning of the year we implemented a new content filtering device.  Based on 

feedback from the 2013 tech survey we altered the content that it blocks so that it only blocks 

content that is considered to contain nudity and/or pornographic materials, as well as anything 

that is considered to contain viruses or other malicious content.  So if you are having issues with 

something being blocked it falls into one of those two categories, if you are trying to reach a 

site and are being blocked feel free to contact us about it at help@neosho.edu and as long as it 

doesn’t contain any of the aforementioned blocked content we will unblock it.  It does block 

valid sites from time to time so this may occur.  The device we implemented has many other 

capabilities as well, one of which is active anti-virus scanning of web traffic.  This is great in 

theory because it gives a second layer of protection for users that have anti-virus software 

installed on their PCs and gives a first line of defense for users that do not have anti-virus on 

their PCs.  After having the device for a year now with this running we’ve come to the 

conclusion that the pros of having this enabled does not out way the cons so we recently 

disabled it (In February if I recall correctly).  One of the cons of having it enabled was it would 

often make streaming/updating services not work correctly or not work at all.  Now that we 

have this disabled, the services mentioned above appear to be working as they should be.  If 

you are still having issues again please let us know about it at the helpdesk and we’d be glad to 

look into it on a case by case basis.  The flip side of this is all NCCC PCs have anti-virus software 

installed, however, personal PCs may not so we highly recommend that you make sure your PC 

is protected.  Windows 8 comes with anti-virus built in now but older versions do not. 

 

 

Survey Feedback Q6 (Comments regarding local network and computing services at NCCC): 

I think even adjunct instructor should be given a password so they can access computers even if 
they have been timed out or entered in proper codes to shut down the sign in timeout.  this 
semester on two separate occasions I have followed another teacher and had to go get a tech 
person to clear the Machine in order to be allowed to sign in again. 
 

Tech Services Feedback: 

Our current practice is we create an NCCC email account for adjuncts to conduct college 

communication with, however, we do not create logins to the network for adjuncts to use.  The 

reasoning for that is we want to try to limit the amount of users that have access to our 

network and network resources as well as there hasn’t been a significant need for adjuncts to 
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have access to it in the first place.  Adjuncts are expected to use a generic account that was 

created for instructor machines in classrooms that will allow them to login to the computer and 

use it for class.  Lots of fulltime faculty use this account as well so it does get locked out from 

time to time from too many incorrect password attempts, if that’s the case, during normal 

business hours you can contact someone in tech services to unlock the account or after normal 

business hours you can contact our emergency on-call number to get the account unlocked.  

See our webpage here for proper contact procedures.  We will soon be installing phones in all 

classrooms to help you be able to reach us when you need help. 

Survey Feedback Q7 (New terminals in Stoltz 2): 

Outdated browers, plugs, software 

Tech Services Feedback: 

With this new type of setup it makes it much easier for us to update the whole lab by only 

having to update one computer.  We do monthly updates on our servers so I will add this into 

the rotation so that we update the basic items on for this lab monthly.  Other labs will be more 

difficult to do since we have to upgrade each PC individually, however, we do still update them 

just not that often.  If there is something in particular that we have not updated or you need it 

just shoot us a note at help@neosho.edu and we’d be glad to take care of it for you. 

 

 

 

 

Survey Feedback Q7 (New terminals in Stoltz 2): 

Spring 2014. There is no monitoring/control software in place. Also, it seems like a greater 

number of students jump drives do not work on them than previously. 

Tech Services Feedback: 

We made a mistake in evaluating the monitoring software initially when we put these in place, 

we thought it was going to work but as you mentioned it does not.  We’ve been evaluating a 

few different replacements to this and have found one that works but not as well as we’d like it 

to so we are continuing to evaluate other options in the meantime.  I apologize for this 

inconvenience, this was definitely something we should have caught beforehand but did not.  In 

regards to flash drives, some flash drives take administrative privileges to install a driver for 
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them as they are not simply plug and play like others are.  Those flash drives will probably not 

work without intervention from the instructor or tech services.  Over time as more drivers are 

installed the problem should phase out but we are also investigating more immediate solutions 

as well.  In the meantime if you have a student who is unable to user their flash drive call us 

over and we’d be glad to help load it.  If for some reason we aren’t able to catch them during 

class or you don’t want us to come in during class, just give us contact information for the 

student and we will setup a time outside of class to meet with them and make sure it works for 

class next time. 

 Survey Feedback Q8 (Computer Lab Access on Chanute campus): 

Scheduling of computer labs in Rowland is tight.  So far we have always been able to make it 

work but sometimes it is frustrating. 

Tech Services Feedback: 

We have heard this from a couple different sources that getting a computer can be problematic 

so that’s why we added these questions to the survey.  We are currently working with other 

departments on campus to determine if this is a scheduling issue or if we need to invest in 

another computer lab. 

Survey Feedback Q8 (Computer Lab Access on Chanute campus): 

Worry about losing the Cybercafe. 

Tech Services Feedback: 

The cybercafé PCs are not gone, just moved   We relocated them to the Chapman Learning 

Center(CLC), spread out throughout the area so folks are still welcome to go up there and use 

them just as they did before.  Actually, they are available greater hours than before in their new 

location! 

Survey Feedback Q8 (Computer Lab Access on Chanute campus): 

Neokan computers never work properly.  And now they lock the computer room at night! 

Tech Services Feedback: 

We recently replaced all of the PCs in Neokan and Bideau Halls so this issue(s) should be 

resolved.  If you continue to have issues please let us know.  We’ve also added these PCs into 

the computer lab replacement schedule so they are in the plan to be replaced like all other labs.  

As for the room being locked, it should not be locked unless there is maintenance going on in 



the room or with the equipment.  If you are seeing the room locked regularly (like every night), 

again let us know and we will check into it! 

Survey Feedback Q8 (Computer Lab Access on Chanute campus): 

Also printers are big issues there needs to be printer in the resident halls, there was one at the 

beginning of the year but it was removed.  A printed would help a lot of students out 

Tech Services Feedback: 

The printer was out of service in Bideau and Neokan (not at the same time but both have been 

out of service throughout the fall or spring at some point.  All of it should be functioning now so 

you can print from the Neokan lab computers or from the PCs in the Bideau lobby near the 

security office.  There are also PCs in the library and CAVE that you can print from as well if 

need be. 

Survey Feedback Q9 (Computer Lab Access on Ottawa campus): 

Most of the time, access is not an issue.  There are always computers available.  Unfortunately, they are 

all in different states of disrepair or in need of an update to the software and even hardware.  For 

example, more regular updates to Adobe Reader need to occur.  The computers also need to be 

“cleaned up” more often to improve speed.  On another note, room 605  

Tech Services Feedback: 

We do remove PCs from labs occasionally and take them back to our areas to work on them, we try to 

keep a few spares around so when we take out PCs from a lab/etc and know they are going to be gone 

for a while we can replace them with a temporary PC.  This has become increasingly hard to do as we’ve 

been using our spares everywhere for various things ranging from trying to help a department out that 

doesn’t have the budget for a new PC to using them for new projects/lab temporary replacements and 

spare parts.  We try to have student related equipment back in place the same day or next day if 

possible but that does not always happen depending on the situation, availability of parts, and what 

other tickets we have.  If you have a PC in a lab that’s not getting the attention it deserves from us just 

give our desktop techs a friendly reminder that you are in need of the PC to make sure it’s on their radar 

still.  If you still don’t get your desired results then contact me and I’d be glad to check into it myself.  As 

for updating software around campus, this is one of those things that we know needs to be done and 

would love to do it, however, it’s not something we can feasibly do with the resources we have.  We’ve 

investigated appliances in the past that will help in managing updates for software, however, it was in 

the $30k+ range for the equipment up front plus annual maintenance contracts.  At the time we felt like 

we could better use that kind of money elsewhere.  So in order to accomplish this without the help of an 

appliance we would need to touch every PC on campus on whatever scheduled basis we decided.  That 

being said we do go around and update labs across campus but it’s typically on a per request basis and 

not necessarily a scheduled thing.  As we progress more towards using thin clients like we have started 



deploying across campus this will become more feasible for us to do as instead of updating every 

machine in each lab, we just have to update the servers that each lab connect to.  So instead of updating 

500 PCs we would be updating 10 or so.   

Survey Feedback Q9 (Computer Lab Access on Ottawa campus): 

I have trouble with the computers in the Hospital Labs and sim rooms being able to get on line and 

access Neehr perfect. 

Tech Services Feedback: 

Before we installed a content filtering device at Ottawa, the traffic was routed through a manual proxy 

which had to be set on each device and/or application wanting to access the internet.  For whatever 

reason, Neehr perfect likes to “forget” these settings causing it to need to be reinput frequently.  Now 

that we have a passive content filtering device at Ottawa you no longer need to have those settings to 

access the internet on each device/application so this should be much better. 

Survey Feedback Q15 (remote network and computing services at NCCC): 

I cont to have numerous problems accessing student email. I am only able to get to it through the 

student portal. 

And 

Unable to access email through Inside NC, help has not been able to figure out why. 

 

Tech Services Feedback: 

Please contact our InsideNC helpdesk and they can walk you through setting this up/figuring out the 

issue.  They are open 24x7 and their contact information can be found here.  If they are unable to 

resolve the problem they will escalate the issue over to us and we will take a deeper look at it with you. 

Survey Feedback Q15 (remote network and computing services at NCCC): 

That has been advertisments on the schhol website everytime I log in from home. 

Tech Services Feedback: 

We do not have any adds currently on our website, so if you are seeing them I’d suggest running a scan 

with your antivirus/antimalware software to see if it picks anything up.  It can also be caused by toolbars 

and addons within your browser which may/may not be picked up in a scan, so it may be something you 

want to have a computer tech look at. 

Survey Feedback Q15 (remote network and computing services at NCCC): 
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It seems unnecessary  and confusing to have 2 different IDs and Passwords to switch between the 

campus remote services (Inside NC) and the campus email (P-Mail). 

Tech Services Feedback: 

This has been the topic of several discussions in the past, we’ve considered consolidating into a single 

sign-on solution before but currently do not plan to do so.  If this is something that is a huge 

inconvenience for you, one way around it is to setup your student email in the student email portlet on 

InsideNC and then you don’t have to remember your student email password anymore, only your 

InsideNC username and password. 

Survey Feedback Q15 (remote network and computing services at NCCC): 

There should be a complete list or understanding when first set up of what we are suppose to have, 

instead of waiting until every little thing goes wrong, and then we have to get individual help tickets 

Very frustrating. 

Tech Services Feedback: 

Unfortunately we do not typically know everything that an employee will need access to and/or need to 

be able to do, so we rely on supervisors to request access initially to setup their new employees.  Based 

on what’s requested by the supervisor that’s what we setup.  If something is not requested we don’t 

setup and that’s on the supervisor, however, if something is requested and not setup correctly then 

that’s on us.  Until someone figures out how to replace humans with machines there’s always going to 

be the opportunity for error in anything, and we (most of us) are human so we do make errors 

occasionally as well.  

Survey Feedback Q20 (Email services at NCCC): 

I send out receipts via student email. A lot bounce back because the student has never gone to his 

student email to activate it. Can something be done to fix this problem? 

Tech Services Feedback: 

If the student hasn’t taken the time to go in and activate their email account I don’t think they are going 

to be checking it either, so even if the account was activated and you didn’t receive bounce backs I don’t 

think you are going to have someone reading it.  So really the larger problem is getting students to check 

their emails and realize that we are sending them important information through email.  It’s been 

discussed before and several changes have been made to improve this but at the end of the day, you 

can lead a horse to water but you can’t force it to drink.  We are open to suggestions and would be glad 

to help implement anything that may help with this. 

Survey Feedback Q20 (Email services at NCCC): 



I wish when I needed to send a student an email that I could look them up by using the "to" button like I 

look up other faculty/staff.  Because sometimes I'm unsure of the spelling when I don't have a list and it 

would be easier to make sure I'm getting the correct student's email. 

Tech Services Feedback: 

Since our faculty/staff emails and student emails are two separate systems there’s no feasible way for us 

to implement a lookup like this.  I’m not saying it’s not a possibility at some point in the (far) future but 

it’s not something that’s on the radar right now.  If you think about it, if we had every student in our 

Outlook address book it could suddenly take you from having to search through a few hundred people 

to thousands and thousands of people, some with the same name and no way to tell which is which 

without possibly looking them up in EX and hoping that the email address is correct there.  Your best bet 

is to login to the class you have the student in and use the roster portlet to email the student or at least 

confirm the students email address.  If you still prefer to send through outlook after you’ve sent to them 

a few times your Outlook should remember it and keep it in the “history” so when you want to email 

them again you just start typing a few letters of their address and it should show up in your options. 

Survey Feedback Q25 (User Support services at NCCC): 

I quit using webhelp because the help I received was worthless. 

Tech Services Feedback: 

We really need to know this immediately when it happens, though, I would encourage you to reach out 

to them again when you have your next InsideNC/student email issue.  When we originally implemented 

this service at the beginning of 2013 the first few months were a bit rocky I’ll admit, however, it is much 

better now.  I’m sure some folks will disagree with this but truth be told, they can offer much better 

service to our constituents for InsideNC and student email issues than we can here internally.  Most of 

us in tech services do not teach online so we don’t delve into the inner workings of InsideNC and really 

don’t know how to do much from a faculty or student standpoint, so in the past when it came to 

troubleshooting an issue we typically were working in the dark.  Some issues are harder to fix than 

others and student portals and learning management systems are very hard to support in general as 

there are so many variables at play between so many different users who each add their own huge set 

of variables.  What OS is your computer running? What browser are you using?  What version of that 

browser are you using?  What version of plugins (like flash and java) for that browser are you using?  

That’s just the tip of the iceberg but you can see why it can snowball quickly into many different things 

that COULD be causing an issue, which is why it makes that so hard to troubleshoot.  There have been a 

few cases where mistakes were made and tickets could have been handled better, but overall those 

guys handle tickets the same way we would handle them here internally.  As with any of our staff, if you 

have a poor experience with them please contact me and let me know what we can do better and I can 

work with them to do so. 

Survey Feedback Q25 (User Support services at NCCC): 



Length of time to get things done continues to be an issue.  When we have problems with the 

lab computers and let help know it's a student issue, we don't get service like it is needed some 

of the time.  I've had student lose things due to a lockup and got no response from Help at all 

the day it transpired.  Even explained student was trying to get presentation done and didn't 

want to lose what they had done to that point. 

Tech Services Feedback: 

I’m sure you’ve probably heard this before but we always prioritize students and student related issues 

first, followed by faculty, and then staff tickets.  What you may have heard is that during busy times of 

the year, it’s not uncommon for us to have as many as 40-50 tickets we are juggling at one time for 

EACH technician.  10 of those tickets may be student related, so your ticket may be student related and 

will be a higher priority than others but it may not be the only student related ticket we are on at the 

moment.  If we run into a situation like that we try to prioritize tickets that are affecting large groups of 

students or something that is an immediate need over things that are not.  If you have a serious issue 

and you need help immediately, call our helpdesk guys at Ext 290 or 326 and if you don’t reach them call 

me at extension 590 or Kerry at extension 289.  If you aren’t able to reach anyone by phone at their desk 

then call our emergency on call number.  All that being said, I know one thing we could do better at is 

communicating back to requesters that we are in a backlog and when we expect to help them.  This is 

something that we will be working to improve on.  If you have a poor experience that you think should 

have been handled differently, give me a call so we can discuss it.  It’s possible there are things outside 

of our control that caused it to be a poor experience for you or it’s possible we made a mistake and it’s 

something we need to address.  Either way I’d be glad to discuss it with you. 

Survey Feedback Q25 (User Support services at NCCC): 

Renting mobile devices such as iPads would be very helpful to those who do not have a 

computer or laptop at home and have a tight schedule.  Temporarily, I did not have a computer 

source when I first began at NCCC Ottawa campus.  The teacher simply told me I would have to 

make time to come in and use computers provided; no questions asked.  I had to rearrange my 

work schedule so I could complete my assignments on time.  What if this had happened to 

somebody who cannot afford to rearrange their schedule?  They just have to take a zero for 

that assignment?  iPads or rentable wireless devices would solve this problem! 

Tech Services Feedback: 

The library on the Chanute campus will rent out an iPad to you if you request it.  Currently their practice 

is not to let students leave the library with them, however, I spoke to the Director over there and she 

said if it was requested she was sure they could come up with a way to help a student out/rent them 

one.  We are also moving towards making the CLC available 24x7 including computers so that would 

help alleviate this type of issue as well.  The Ottawa campus doesn’t have any devices they rent out 



currently (that I’m aware of) but if requested I’m thinking the CLC in Chanute would be glad to loan out 

an iPad to an Ottawa student as well as long as they signed the appropriate paperwork. 

Survey Feedback Q38 (Instructional and Student computing services at NCCC): 

The Smart Boards in almost all of the classrooms on the Ottawa campus do not work consistently or at 

all. Even after submitting tickets, they are often turned off, not connected to the computer, or lack 

touch capability or writing capability. 

Tech Services Feedback: 

We had several issues reported last year with smartboard trays not working so we had to replace several 

of them.  To my knowledge they are all working or were at least working at the beginning of the 

semester but we will investigate this further.  If you come across specific rooms that are not working 

please report them to us and we’ll take a look.  If it’s not solved to your satisfaction please contact me 

directly then. 

Survey Feedback Q38 (Instructional and Student computing services at NCCC): 

Wish some of the staff options on Inside NC were printable such as Travel Lite Requests, etc. 

Tech Services Feedback: 

It may not help but you might try viewing the E-Forms system in full screen instead of using them within 

InsideNC.  You can do this by either logging into the E-Forms system through InsideNC and selecting 

“View E-Forms in Full Screen” from the FORMS menu or by browsing directly to Neosho.claromentis.net.  

I know most of the forms are not printer friendly in either format but it kind of defeats the purpose of 

having an electronic form if we are just going to print it out anyways. 

Survey Feedback Q38 (Instructional and Student computing services at NCCC): 

Pcs in classrooms are slow and need more regular attention 

Tech Services Feedback: 

We’ve been replacing several multimedia machines around both campus this semester as there were 

several that needed attention and/or were running Windows XP.  We are trying to phase out all of our 

Windows XP computers since Microsoft will stop releasing security updates for them in April. 

 

Survey Feedback Q41 (NCCC Website): 

Several comments were made about navigating the website and the look of the website. 

Tech Services Feedback: 



Dr. Inbody (the college president) tasks the webmaster with refreshing the website around 

every 18 months, we are in the beginning parts of this process now and hopefully this will help 

alleviate some of these concerns.  The website gets better with every revision and a lot of 

thought and discussion goes on during each revision, once the project gets going in full swing 

you will be asked for your input then as well. 

Survey Feedback Q41 (NCCC Website): 

Same pictures day in and day out. Who is supposed to keep that current? Other college 

websites look more professional. 

Tech Services Feedback: 

The webmaster is in charge of changing the pictures on the main page, I change them every 

week or two, depending on the content.  I don’t want to change them every day as some folks 

won’t get to see them but I don’t want to leave them too long as then people get tired of seeing 

them, so that’s why we leave them up for that duration. 

 


